WATER

WATER

EVERYWHERE
It’s our most precious asset. But according to some experts we’re
wasting it.
We’re told we go through more water than nearly any other place in
the world. If that’s true, we’ve got to be persuaded to cut back by
something more powerful than council pleas.
That might be water meters. They’re in prospect for every New
Plymouth household by the mid-2020s. If we get them, the cost of
water will be linked to actual usage. Use more, pay more.
Going by what’s happened in eight other places in New Zealand,
meters could cut our water consumption by up to 40 percent.
But they’re controversial. One mayor lost her chains over them.
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n average over the past decade, New Plymouth people
have each been “drinking” almost 300 litres of water a
day – enough in total to refill the Kawaroa outdoor pool
every two and a hour hours.
The verb “drink” has quote marks around it because most of it
goes down loos, through shower roses and dishwashers, to keep
cars clean, and – problematically in dry spells - onto gardens.
More than nine litres of every 10 don’t need to be treated to
drinking standard. That means there’s great expense incurred in
processing the water we take from the Waiwhakaiho and three
other rivers and getting it to our gates through four supply
systems (the main New Plymouth one and three small ones for
neighbouring towns).

Water work: NPDC water technician
Andrea Humphrey.
NPDC

This year’s New Plymouth District Council water budget is
about $11.5 million. Only the roads take more.
The council manages it. Just. Without a sprinkler ban during
summer dry spells – when gardens need watering at the same
time rivers run low – the district’s main supply would be in
deficit by nearly 10 million litres a day.
By 2039 or sooner, even bans won’t be enough, going by growth David Langford
projections for population and usage, says David Langford, the council’s
infrastructure manager. That’s why the long-term plan adopted midway through this
year allotted millions more to him to explore options and solutions that will need to
last decades.
His budget rose 230 percent to more than $7 million over the current (and in
following) years. It’s about time: New Plymouth has been one of New Zealand’s
tightest spenders on water in the past, according to numbers published by WaterNZ,
the national body that monitors municipal and rural water suppliers.
No more, though. Things had to change, something Mayor Neil Holdom recognised
and campaigned on during the last local body elections. We’ll need a lot more water
at the current rate of usage, because New Plymouth District’s population is projected
to grow from today’s 83,000 to 92,800 in 2028 and 106,100 by 2048, an increase of
28 percent over the next 30 years.
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While the city’s water treatment plant is top class - having been enlarged and
upgraded in 2008 – and able to treat 70 million litres a day (it’s averaging something
between 32 million and 35 million now), it needs more water to treat and better ways
to get it to consumers.
In Holdom’s opinion, the ideal would be to back it up with a second independent
treatment plant and at least one more water source not connected to volcanic Mt
Taranaki.
Part of the equation – better reticulation below the treatment plant - will be addressed
soon. It’s budgeted for in the updated Master Water Plan, now part of the
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council’s new 10-year, long-term plan (and its 30-year cousin, the district blueprint).
The big pipes coming out of the treatment plant downstream from Lake
Mangamahoe will be doubled up, and more feeder reservoirs (the big concrete tanks
dotting the outer perimeter of the city) will be added. The latter are there to buffer the
effects of fluctuating draw-offs by the city, putting some distance between the plant
and our changeable water use.
They also store more than a day’s water supply, so can help meet sudden peak
demands. Adding more will enhance the council’s ability to ensure we get safe water
whenever we want it, and soften the kind of emergency caused early this year by a
broken main feeder pipe. That crisis saw supermarkets swept clean of bottled water
and residents having to boil what trickled out of taps.
The plan specifies a spend of $120 million between now and 2028, including $38
million for a new water source (to add to Lake Mangamahoe/Waiwhakaiho River).
Money may also be spent on finding ways to get more out of the lake, short-term
strategies that could buy time. A key part of the improvement approach is finding
leaks in the pipe network. Another is educating people in water conservation.
A crucial one may – only may, note – be insisting we all pay for what we actually
use, instead of the current annual fee of $325 based on average use, which
encourages people to use whatever they like. That’s where meters come in. We’ll get
to metering. First, why are they in the frame?

N

ew Plymouth District Council has declared that people living in the main
centre of Lonely Planet’s second-best-place-in-the-world are among that
same planet’s worst water wasters. It has a chart showing New Plymouth is
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Water pitcher: Councillor Roy Weaver drives home the message about our water-wasting ways in a New
Plymouth District Council video. It appears on the council website.

more profligate than even the most wasteful nation, the US, and three times thirstier
than some countries in Europe.
The bar for New Plymouth (in red) shows how we rank if the council’s latest average
figure per person per day – 310 litres in 2017-18 – is compared with other countries.
In our version, we added lines for the 336 litres used in NPDC’s water-saving
campaign, as well as average usage over the past decade.
The council’s website has a video featuring deputy-mayor Richard Jordan and
councillor Roy Weaver pitching a strong water conservation message, using the 336
litres-per-person figure.
Various consumption numbers have been used by the council over the last year in
various documents: they range from 334 to 337. In its annual report for 2016-17,
WaterNZ used 330, the same figure (supplied by NPDC) it has published every year
since 2013.
Prior to that, back to 2009, the WaterNZ residential consumption number for New
Plymouth has varied between 210 litres and 275. However, in a drought summer in
2008-2009, it hit what seems to be a recent all-time high of 350 litres-per-person-perday.
Comparisons are risky, however, because regular water restriction periods like the
current annual one (January 1 to March 30) were not imposed until 2017, and such
measures obviously suppress water usage. There are other variables, too, like
population increases and a rise in summer tourist numbers.
In the recent video campaign, Jordan and Weaver point to the 336 number – the
highest since 2008-09 - and say we need to mend our water-wasting ways and be
like, for example, Whangarei, whose citizens average less than 200 litres a day.
The northern city (which has compulsory water meters) is certainly frugal, coming in
fourth-best on WaterNZ’s usage chart for 2016-17, not far behind the stingiest place,
Rangitikei, a small water supply system from which people consume something
close to the European daily average of 150 litres.
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How we compare in NZ: This shows New Plymouth’s ranking as a “water waster” in comparison
with more than 40 other councils.

Some 14 New Zealand local authority water systems bettered or were close to the
200-litre mark in WaterNZ’s 2016-17 statistics. In order of performance, they were
Rangitikei, Auckland, Tauranga, Whangarei, Kapiti Coast, Waipa, Gore, Palmerston
North, Christchurch, Hamilton, Dunedin, Porirua, Whakatane and Invercargill. In all,
21 were below the national average of 260 litres a day.
Of interest is the fact only five (including Whangarei) have compulsory meters
(another three have the majority of their users metered), which seems to support an
argument that you don’t necessarily need them to conserve. But it’s much more
complex than that, as we’ll see.
New Plymouth is nowhere near the worst. Even at usage averaging 330, we ranked
30th out of 41, according to the WaterNZ chart for 2016-17. We improve to 27th if
the NPDC’s 2017-18 figure is used. We’re better than other urban centres like
Napier, Timaru, Taupo, and Masterton.
Comparing us with a place like Whangarei, or perhaps any other centre, is open to
challenge. Although, as Langford says, Kiwis everywhere use water for much the
same things, New Zealand is a country of varied landscapes, climate, rural and
industrial development, farming and gardening practices, and water availability.
Weather variations differ from year to year and region to region.
Depending on which council figure in the 330s is used, the most recent annual trend
in our usage (310) is a drop of about 35 litres a person (nearly eight percent). There
has also been a massive drop in the industrial usage figure the council used in its
latest calculations – down 42 percent from 12,449,315 litres a day in 2015 to just
7,192,356.
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Better otter water: One of the Brooklands Zoo otters
frolics in clean recycled water, thanks to a recently
installed water-saving system, shown at left with NPDC
infrastructure manager David Langford.
Rob Tucker

Langford says the latter savings come
partly from large industrial users making
big efforts to conserve.
It’s also because the number of
companies with meters has risen to the
point where the majority have them,
meaning the council’s overall
measurements are much more accurate
than in previous years.
He attributes some of the residential drop
to seasonal weather variations (a wetter
summer in the 2018 summer months) and
the council’s water education
programme, Wai Warrior.
As well, the council is applying
conservation measures to its own
operations, for example a change to how
water is used for the otter pool at
Brooklands Zoo.
“We’re now treating their water with
ultra-violet, and recycling most of it,” he
says.
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Summer variations: This shows New Plymouth rainfall (millimetres, from NIWA) for the five months from
November to March during the last 10 summers. The red squares show drier than usual months, and in the
right hand column what happened to water usage (litres). Green shows wetter/higher usage than usual
(orange close to usual). The usage column numbers were reduced by water restrictions.

“Before, the water was just running through the pool and down the drain, but for
$30,000 we now save thousands of litres. That money will be paid back in a couple
of years.”
The above chart shows the expected relationship between dry summers and increased
water usage, as people water gardens. In a wet summer, the Waiwhakaiho River
doesn’t drop so much, and the gardens that help sustain our “garden city” label don’t
need so much watering.

A

number of factors have to be removed
when the average per-person use of
water is calculated. For a start, you
have to subtract losses from the system after
water leaves the treatment plant.

Where our water goes
Losses (including leaks)

18.5%

Industry/commerce, farms

21%

System loss comes in various forms like illegal Residents (82% of district pop)
connections, council pipeline flushing, and fire
service hydrant tests. What’s left are leaks
from the 800km of pipelines before water gets to customers.
Just over a fifth of the supplied water is used by industry, commerce and farms (most
of the former is now metered). Take away that number (7.2 million litres a day) and
what’s left is the amount delivered to most but not all residents; 82 percent (68,000)
of the district’s population of 83,000 get council water, with the rest having their
own supplies from bores and tanks.
The council’s previous leakage estimates were contentious because it once used a
different method from that recommended by WaterNZ. That involved measuring
how much water was coming down sewers in the dead hours of 2am to 4am, an
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79%

observation that threw up an average six
litres for each household; WaterNZ
recommends a figure of only two litres
for that calculation.
Langford says the council’s previous
method – which showed an overall loss
of about 29 percent - was assisted more
and more by readings taken from the
meters voluntarily installed at homes
(approaching 1000).
Although the new long-term plan still
describes the council as using the old
way of estimating losses, it recently
switched to WaterNZ’s recommended
system, something called the Benchloss
method. With that, the loss estimate for
2017-18 is a much more respectable
proportion of about 18.5 percent.
“WaterNZ doesn’t recommend we use a
percentage for losses, by the way. With
Benchloss, our ‘real’ leakage from the
pipes puts us in the second-to-best
category, which recommends some
moderate remedies, in fact the sort of
active investigation we already do.”

Listening in: City Care water leak detection technician
Len Williams.
NPDC

Masterton (population 25,000) is
reported to be one of the worst leakers,
losing 5.6 million litres a day (equivalent to 225 litres per person). New Plymouth
is a much bigger centre, but a rough calculation suggests its daily loss of 7.4
million litres a day is less than 100 litres a day per person.

The new NPDC budget has doubled the amount spent on leak detection to $120,000
a year. “Leakage for water supply is a real challenge,” says Langford. “We’ve got
over 800km of pipe, it’s all buried under the ground, so inspecting it and finding
those leaks is hard. You can’t just walk the pipes.”
Detection includes sending out contractors with acoustic
devices to listen for the sounds of leaks through the pipes,
and visual inspections (such as looking for signs like
water running down the gutter).
“That gets easier in summer when the ground dries out
and you’ve got a mysterious wet spot.”
He says the council has also upped the amount spent on
pipe renewals by about 400 percent.
“For our really big distribution mains, particularly where
they go over pipe bridges, we’re still using the concrete pipes (steel encased
concrete), but with a lot of our distribution networks we are using PVC or PE piping.
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“The ones we are targeting are the old asbestos mains. They are getting to the end of
their lives and are quite brittle, and we suspect that’s where we’re getting a bit of our
leakage.”

N

ew Zealand is one of the biggest water users in the world, probably
because most regions have a relatively wet climate most of the time and
we haven’t had to worry. Now, we’re part of a global trend trying to
establish the real value of water.

Over the current term, New Plymouth District Council has taken a hard look at how
we get water and use it. When seeking public opinion on what council priorities
should be, it used a public relations blitz, whose impact helped push water concerns
to the top of the council’s public survey results (Cyclone Gita obviously helped).
While usage isn’t as bad as depicted, any number in the 330s is about 50 litres - or 20
percent (not 30 percent as the council media campaign claimed based on its 2016-17
numbers) - above the national average of 260. So there is definitely room for
improvement, and the council is right when it says such high consumption is not
sustainable long term.
At first sight, a key factor appears to be our shared use of Lake Mangamahoe. The
other taker is Mangorei Power Station, a small hydro-electric generator that’s driven
by water coming down a tunnel from the lake.
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The station - built in 1906 and one of the oldest in New Zealand - used to be owned
by the council, but country-wide energy reforms in the early 1990s forced its sale to
the newly privatised energy industry. After brief tenure with Powerco, an ownership
law change separating generation from distribution put it in the hands of Trustpower,
one of New Zealand’s five major power generators.

Rob Tucker

Borrowing the Wai: A boy swims at the Meetingof-the-Waters in Waiwhakaiho River, downstream
from Mangorei Power Station. Left: the station’s
intake on Lake Mangamahoe. Below: the overflow
spillway from the lake, which flows down into the
Mangamahoe Stream and on to the Waiwhakaiho.

The deal the council signed in 1992 for
continued use of the lake has stood up well; the
city gets first dibs if a drought causes the river
to drop below a minimum set by environmental
regulator Taranaki Regional Council.
That suits everybody involved, since dry spells
tend to be in warm weather when we don’t need
so much electricity.
In reality, Trustpower is not a big factor: it takes
river water via the lake and puts it back in the
river again, making sure it maintains the river’s
minimum flows, calculated by TRC at levels
that will continue to sustain natural life.
Where once the river bed between the lake
intake and the power station’s outlet would have
little if any water when power was being
generated, now there will always be enough for
the fish, there and downstream.
At 4.5 kilowatts, the power station is a very
minor contributor to New Zealand’s energy
network – about 0.05 percent of the country’s
total power generation – and is one of more than
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60 tiny hydro schemes that produce less than
two percent of New Zealand’s electricity.
New Plymouth is not alone in sharing its
water supply with hydro generation,
although national bodies like the NZ
Electricity Authority and WaterNZ do not
know how many places do.
Trustpower has three other similar arrangements,
and Genesis uses three rivers that also supply
municipal water systems downstream. Of the
other three, Contact Energy says it doesn’t know,
and Meridian and Mercury wouldn’t answer my
inquiry.
So far as consistency of water supply is
concerned, then, the biggest factor is not the
power station, even though it is allowed to take
more water than the council in normal weather
conditions (and extra when the river is in flood).
What counts most is how much the Waiwhakaiho
River and Lake Mangamahoe working together
can supply to the treatment plant.
The lake holds about 10 days’ supply. A problem
is that under the current TRC water permit, it
can’t be lowered more than threequarters of a
metre (750mm) by either user (or combined).
That’s to ensure its fish stay alive and the scenic
attraction of the lake environs isn’t diminished.
The water treatment plant can produce up to 70
million litres a day, but runs at less than half that
most days, and even in a drought has never
exceeded 47 million.
We could have all the treated water we possibly
want – in the short-term, anyway – if only the
plant could get it.

Overflow: The spillway at the bottom end of Lake
Mangamahoe.

So, this question: why not abandon the fish and the tourists, shut the lake up, dredge
it, drain it as much as we need each day, and allow it to fill up again at night?
David Langford says even if we ignore those two important limiting factors (wildlife
and appearance), a big barrier to the city taking more water is gravity. There’s a
natural level beneath which the water won’t flow down to the plant. A pump?
Possible, but then it starts to get expensive.
“I can assure you none of those things has been ruled out at this stage,” he says. “We’re
looking at all the options in terms of continuing to rely on just the lake. However, we
want to future-proof the water supply for the long-term. Making those kinds of
adjustments to the lake as a source would buy us some time, but not a lot – depending
on what else we do – and not as far forward as we want under the 30-year district
blueprint (2048).”
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W

hat about meters, then? The eight
New Zealand centres using them
are achieving big water savings,
although the variation seems massive – 10 to
40 percent.
The obvious advantage for a council is it can
manage its water system more efficiently, see
exactly how much people use – and bill them
accordingly.
Since getting meters a few years ago,
Aucklanders now use half the volume of water
New Plymouth people do, and on average they
pay nearly as much as New Plymouth
residents (about $300 up north, $325 here).
For whatever reason – and there are obviously
Typical household water meter.
significant differences between the
two cities – based on that comparison, getting
meters might save New Plymouth residents a small amount, depending on how
NPDC decided to charge (big basic fee plus meterage or vice versa; metered areas
use either or something in the middle).

DMS Metering

However, there is big potential for the council – and thereby, ratepayers – to save
dollars over the long term, because the “visibility” of a metered supply makes it
easier to manage losses, both in the public part of the system and after it crosses into
private property. That was confirmed in a study of metered supplies by the AttorneyGeneral.
Langford says one New Plymouth property owner who volunteered to have a meter
discovered a leak on his section that pushed his usage to 19,000 litres a day. Kapiti
Coast uses meters and if private property leaks are detected its council gives people a
chance to reclaim past inflated water payments once they’ve fixed the leak.
Kapiti has been using meters successfully for several years, but their introduction
came with considerable political turmoil. According to a Stuff news report, thenmayor Jenny Rowan lost her chains over meters.
New Plymouth Mayor Neil Holdom is aware of such risks, but says the key thing is
to prove the benefits to the public. “I think organisations have struggled to do that.
Clearly there is a bunch of benefits to meters, because you have visibility on your
network.”
He makes the point that meters are in the council’s planning mix but no final
decision has been made. “The meter thing will be a long and full-on debate that will
be had during the next LTP cycle (beginning 2020), but whatever happens there,
there’s still a whole lot of work…for example, we’ve got to secure an additional
water supply.”
During Holdom’s first substantive conversation with Langford after taking over as
mayor about 18 months ago, Langford advised him there would be a discussion
about meters in the next long-term plan cycle (for 2018-28) that began in 2017.
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“His view was it’s a no-brainer, and I said: ‘Cool – prove it to me. Put it in a spread
sheet, show me the total 30-year investment cycle for all our water infrastructure,
show me a model where we put them in and one where we don’t, show me the

Tanks for the filtering: Their massive concrete walls were unaffected by the Kaikoura earthquake.
The only visible sign was one of the filtering panels shown here moved slightly.

decrease in capex in the long term or the deferral.’ Because in theory you’re reducing
the consumption so you don’t need to build a bunch of assets now…you can build
them further down the track.”
Holdom then went to Auckland to talk to Watercare Services, the council-controlled
utility company that manages the Queen City’s metered supply. He says Langford
and his staff have since done a lot more work, and will soon report back to
councillors.
“Some people will still say it’s a no-brainer, you’ve got to have meters. I say there’s
a counter argument to that which says: ‘Are we going to spend nine or 10 million
dollars ($15.2 million is budgeted) on meters and then another million or more a year
to run them, lifecycle them, read them, etc?’
“What if we instead spent that money on securing additional water supplies, with
potentially higher capex implications, lower opex implications? Opex (operational
expenses) is what kills councils. Generally, for every buck you put into capex, you
end up paying between 10 and 15 cents a year on opex to service whatever that is,
depreciate it, run it.”
Are we talking smart meters? Holdom: “Well, how smart are they? What’s the
reading methodology? It depends on the meter, but all these devices have operating
costs. Some of them are what they call smart meters, but someone has to drive the
street and ping them. Some of them use the cellular network and then you’re paying
a communications charge.
“Show me the dollars, show me the impact (in terms of) the forecast reductions in
water (usage), and then what implications there are for the long-term? Put it over 30
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years, and if you can put that in front of us and we can see it and put it in front of the
community, then we can make a decision.
“Compared to an electricity network that has all
of these sensors and equipment and you can see
what’s happening largely in real time, with our
water networks we have
some monitoring equipment on our key assets
but we don’t have that deep visibility. Again, it
comes down to total cost over the period.
“There might be an argument that: ‘We adopt
meters, and let’s just say for argument’s sake
you’re going to pay $400 a year on average, or
$350, or something’…or we could get another
catchment and just go after all you can drink.
“You pay an extra hundred bucks and you can
have all the water you want. People love their
gardens here. My mum would pay an extra
hundred bucks a year.
“Some people say it’s a simple ‘do you want
meters or not?’ But the assumption is that we
get a lot of rainfall and there’s a lot of water
around - we know that’s wrong, because it all
just goes out to sea.
“Once we’ve actually got option B to get some
more water, and we’ve priced it, and we’ve
modelled what our peak capacity is at the lowest Water hall: The main gallery at NPDC’s
time of year, we can then have the conversation. water treatment plant.
“I think the historic view of this organisation
was ‘let’s not spend any money on the networks
– we’ll just put meters in’.
“That shows a real lack of foresight. One, it doesn’t actually give the community a
choice, and two, while it’s proven meters will dampen demand, underlying that we
see a growing population, a growing demand for water, we have a lumpy water
supply in terms of seasonal peaks.
“We need to get after another water supply. The vast majority of our district is
supplied off that catchment running off the maunga, so if anything happens up there
we’re exposed to that. And there’s not enough there for 20, 30, 40 years’ time.”
The Waitara River has been mentioned as an alternative supply, something Holdom
confirms is part of the investigation. The advantage of the Waitara is its main source
is not Mt Taranaki but the hinterland to the north, although water would need to be
taken above the confluence with the Manganui, which comes off Mt Taranaki.
There is also another reason to seek other water sources. He says the last government
adopted a policy statement that required regional councils to revisit consents that
allow rivers and lakes to be used as water sources.
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The council’s water permit from Taranaki Regional Council will expire in the next
few years, and his (Holdom’s) view is NPDC may not be allowed to take as much
water from the Waiwhakaiho River. That gives the council an incentive to get to
work.

“We can do some stuff around the margins of the lakes
(deepening), but the fundamentals of it are we have to go
after another source.”
A related question is whether one treatment plant is
enough.
“If we had an event and we lost our water treatment
station…I would say long term that if it was my call alone,
absolutely (a second plant is needed). When I look at our
infrastructure, I’m delighted we have three bridges over the
Waiwhakaiho now, because we only had two.
“But our water system is hanging off the mountain, which
is a volcano so there’s no second option there. “We’ve got
one main water treatment plant; we’ve got one main wastewater treatment plant; we’ve got tons of pipes in the
ground which have no alternative; we’ve got pieces of our
system that have no fail-overs.
“I hear the people who say we shouldn’t put our money in the ground now, we
should leave it and wait and wait, and we can eke it out, and run as thin and lean as
possible and leave it for someone else to pay…but when things go wrong, they’re
nowhere to be seen.”
Prior to his election, Holdom says he noticed the last NPDC long-term plan lacked
significant investment in infrastructure from years 2021 out to 2026. “There was zero
capex (capital expenditure) for water.
“If you have a mature system, there’ll be the occasional lump but you’ll need to
spend a consistent amount of capital each year as you develop your network and the
community grows and demand grows, and also as you replace aging assets. And
there was nothing in there.
“Somebody crowed to me: ‘Well, the water is cheap, and we should be proud of
that.’ I’m sure they say that at the Lada dealership, but you get what you pay for. So
we have taken the water funding back to the prudent levels that it would have been
but for the cuts of the last six years.
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“In my view, infrastructure is a very good way to store wealth, because it’s never
cheaper to put stuff in the ground than it is today.
“In a way, we were fortunate that the community became aware of it through
Cyclone Gita. There was a huge amount of support for that extra two percent (in
rates raises) that we put in for infrastructure resilience. But that’s not the whole
answer. So, in the next LTP cycle (in 2021), if I’m here – or even if I’m not – the
engineering teams here will be telling that story.”
Has the council water conservation campaign over-simplified a complex issue?
“Well, it is complex, but when you’re talking about campaigns you have to be simple
or you won’t cut through. You’ve got six seconds on line to get your message across.
“We waste a huge amount of water. In terms of developed societies, we’re right at
the top of the upper quartile. But bad, good, I’m not interested in that. I believe that
people in Taranaki and New Zealand have a desire to be more sustainable and lighten
their footprint on the planet.”
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